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Investigation of Empathy as a Moderator of the
Relationship Between Social Identity and Helping Behavior
in Young Adults
Elvan KİREMİTÇİ CANIOZ1, Hamit COŞKUN2
Abstract: In this study, the effect of social identity on helping behavior and the moderator role of empathy on
this effect were examined. Participants were university students who study in Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal
University. Social identity was manipulated by providing information about university student who was a
Turkish, Syrian or Greek student. Participant’s empathy levels were measured by Basic Empathy Scale (BES).
And also, helping behavior measured by the Help Text which was improved by researchers. In expressions were
given to participants about a university student who needs help and then they were asked how much they would
share with him if they had the amount the student needed. Findings indicated that helping behavior and empathy
levels of participants were manipulated by social identity. Participants who are in Syrian student condition
helped more and felt more empathy than other conditions. Also, we found that there is a moderator role of
empathy on the effect of social identity on helping behavior. The results are consistent believing in same
religion, social responsibility norms and Conservation of Resources Theory. There is suggested that new
researchers can examine this research design in another identities and samples.
Key Words: Social İdentity, Empathy, Helping Behavior, Positive Psychology, Prosocial
Behavior.

Genç Yetişkinlerde Sosyal Kimlik ve Yardım Etme Davranışı Arasındaki İlişkide
Empatinin Düzenleyici Rolünün İncelenmesi
Özet: Bu çalışmanın amacı, sosyal kimliğin empati ve yardım etme davranışı üzerindeki etkisini incelemektir.
Bu amaçla değişkenler incelendiğinde, sosyal kimliğin bireyin toplum içerisindeki kimliği olduğu bilinmektedir.
Yardım etme davranışını en çok etkileyen değişkenlerden biri olan empati, bireyin bir başkasının yaşadığı
duyguyu hissetmesi ve düşüncesini anlaması olarak ifade edilmektedir. Yardım etme davranışı ise, bireyin
kendisini daha iyi hissetmesini sağlayan olumlu sosyal davranışlardan biridir. Bu çalışmada katılımcılar
üniversite öğrencilerinden oluşmaktadır. Çalışmada araştırmacılar tarafından hazırlanan Türk, Suriyeli ve Yunan
grup olmak üzere üç farklı sosyal kimlik manipülasyonu yapılmıştır. Katılımcılara, yardımlarına ihtiyacı
olduğunu belirten ve beş farklı uzman görüşü alınarak hazırlanan, üç farklı üniversite öğrencisine ait metinler
verilmiştir. Katılımcıların empati puanları, Temel Empati Ölçeği (TEÖ) yardımı ile ölçülmüştür. Yardım etme
davranışı ise, araştırmacılar tarafından hazırlanan Yardım Metni ile ölçülmüş, manipülasyon sırasında bahsedilen
öğrenciye yönelik ifadeler verilmiş ve ardından, bu öğrencinin ihtiyacı olan miktara sahip olsalar ne kadarını
onunla paylaşacakları sorulmuştur. Bulgular incelendiğinde, sosyal kimliğe bağlı olarak katılımcıların empati
puanlarının ve yardım etme davranışlarının yardım edilenin kimliğine göre anlamlı olarak farklılaştığı
görülmüştür. Ayrıca, sosyal kimliğin yardım etme davranışı üzerindeki etkisinde empatinin düzenleyici rolü
olduğu bulunmuştur.
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Introduction
Social identity is a type of identity that an individual has
in society. The individual sees others in the same group
as an in-group member and the individuals who are not in
the same group as an out group member. As they belong
to the same category, they perceive them more similar
and attribute more positive emotions to the group, while
their feeling are more negative and they show negative
behaviors towards the out-group. Therefore, while
showing helping behavior, it tends to in group bias
(Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Tajfel, 1982).
When helping behavior to out-group members is
examined, we decide to help or not depending on such as
amount, quality and empathy. Furthermore, the intention
of this helping predicts whether we will demonstrate this
behavior (Dovidio et. al., 1997; Johnston & Glasford,
2017; Levine, Cassidy & Brazier, 2002).
Two of the most important emotional factors that affect
helping behavior are guilt and shame. Feeling guilty
towards a group or a member increases individuals'
helping behavior. For example, it is known that these two
mechanisms are located under helping behaviors of
individuals with white skin color, when helping behavior
for who are exposed to discrimination such as black
people is examined (Oswald & Harvey, 2000).
If the individual identifies himself/herself with nationality
at a high level, he/she helps less to out-group member
(Zebel, Doosje & Spears, 2009). In another study of
social identity, it was found that the Dutch who identified
themselves highly with their nationality were more proud
of their nationality than Jews who were members of an
external group and felt more collective guilt (van
Leeuwen, van Dijk & Kaynak, 2013). Also, Verkuyten
and Reijerse (2008), in their study with Turkish minority
groups who are living in the Netherlands, showed that
when the participants saw their groups more permeable,
they showed less Turkish identity and higher Dutch
identity.
The fact that individuals who identify themselves with
their nationalities at a high level has positive attitudes
towards their in-group and they help more to their ingroup. Especially in large donations, it is seen that the
relations between countries affect this charity as much as
the relations between group members (James & Zagefka,
2017).
Empathy
Empathy is generally defined as condition when the
individual understands the emotions and thoughts of
another and expresses this situation to that person.
Therefore, empathy is the best condition of prosocial
behaviors such as helping behavior (Atkins, Hart &
Donnelly, 2004; Welp & Brown, 2014). Many studies
have found that individuals help more people who feel
empathically close to them (Paciello et. al., 2013;
Richman, DeWall & Wolff, 2015).
In the literature studies have indicated that empathy is not
only predictive of helping behavior, but also shown the
effect of some variables such as sense of responsibility on
helping. People can feel that they have to help someone,
whom they have responsibility for helping according to
the norm of responsibility (Basil, Ridgway & Basil,
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2006). The other research has shown that empathy is one
of the most important variable that affect helping
behavior. Individual feels a responsibility for another
person to help and feel more intention to helping
behavior (Pavey, Greitemeyer & Sparks, 2012).
Helping Behavior
One of the prosocial behaviors that strengthens
interpersonal relationships is helping behavior, which is
expressed as a voluntary behavior for needs of anothers
(Jolliffe & Farrington, 2006; Oarga, Stavrova &
Fetchenhauer, 2015).
The importance of empathy is being the best condition of
helping behavior. The individuals tend to help more
empathically to whom they approach according to Social
Identity Theory. The individuals are more empathetic and
more helpful because they feel more closeness to the
people who are in-group members (Paciello et. al., 2013;
Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Tajfel, 1982).
Helping behavior has two ways: Material or spiritual.
According to the studies in literature, spiritual helping is
easier than financial helping and they do not have to
share any material things such as money when they help
spiritually. Research on material helping argues that
explaining the purpose of helping increase the amount of
financial helping (Diener & Tay, 2017).
When the studies in the literature are examined, many
study findings prove that helping behavior differs
depending on social identity of individual who need help
and individuals who are empathic or not (Atkins, Hart &
Donnelly, 2004; Canioz & Coskun, 2019; Paciello et.
Al., 2013; Richman, DeWall & Wolff, 2015; Sierksma,
Thijs & Verkuyten, 2014; Welp & Brown, 2014).
However, there is no study examining how social
identity, empathy and helping behavior differ within the
same research pattern, depending on Turkish, Syrian and
Greek groups, and showing the moderator role of
empathy in the impact of social identity on helping
behavior. Secondly, Syrian refugees escaped from the
war environment to Turkey. It was aimed to examine in
detail how this situation had an impact on Turkish
citizens' empathy and helping behavior. Thirdly, by
including Greeks who are living in another neighboring
country and who are not currently in a war environment,
the empathy and helping behaviors towards Turkish,
Syrian and Greek groups have been examined in detail.
For all these purposes, in this study, it is aimed to
investigate whether empathy and helping behaviors differ
in the case of the individual who is Turkish, Syrian or
Greek, and the moderator role of empathy in the effect of
social identity on helping behavior. When this research
design was examined and discussed, it was benefited
from believing in the same religion, norm of
responsibility, feeling guilty and Conservation of
Resources Theory.
Materials and Methods
Participants
The sample group of this study consisted of 184
university students who were continuing their
undergraduate education at Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal
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University. The sample included 147 female students and
37 male students. The mean age of students was found to
be X=21.03 (SD=1.68).
Data Collection Tools
Pre-Manipulation
To neutralize before manipulation, participants were
asked to draw a map of the campus of Bolu Abant Izzet
Baysal University and manipulation was made after this
application.
Social Identity
For the purpose of social identity manipulation, short
stories prepared by researchers in accordance with three
different conditions and applied to participants. The first
condition is about a Turkish university student, the
second condition is about a Syrian university student and
the third condition is about a Greek university student
who needs participant’s help. In every condition, a
photograph of a university student was given and they
were asked to write and evaluate the situation of this
student for 2 minutes. In addition, a text describing the
situation of the university student in need of help was
given. Syrian groups have been selected because of their
exposure to positive and negative attitudes in Turkey.
They are living away from the battlefield environment
and society. On the other hand, the Greek group was
preferred because they lived in a neighboring country,
such as the Syrian group, but are not currently living
under similar conditions with Syrian migrants.
Basic Empathy Scale (BES)
In order to measure empathy in the study, Basic Empathy
Scale (BES), which was developed by Jolliffe and
Farrington (2006) and adapted to Turkish by Topcu,
Erdur-Baker and Capa-Aydın (2016), was used. 9 items
of the scale measure cognitive empathy and 11 items
measure emotional empathy. The scale consists of 20
items in total and 5 points in Likert type. In this study,
Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient of the scale was
found to be .72.
The Help Text
The help text was prepared to measure helping behaviors
by researchers. After social identity manipulation,

participants continue to read a text about the university
students who are Turkish, Syrian or Greek. In this text,
the status of a university student who had been saving
500 Turkish Liras (TL) for a long time for his brother's
need and losing this money was detailed. The rest of the
text was asked how much to share with him, even if
participants had this amount that is needed. In the help
text, 500 Turkish Liras (TL) was asked from 0 to 500 as
11-point Likert type. The amount of money given
indicated the individual's helping behavior.
Demographic Information Form
Participants were provided with a form asking for their
personal information such as gender, age, place of birth,
education and income. In addition, on the first page of the
scale, it was stated that they could voluntarily participate
in this study and quit if they wanted.
Process and Statistical Analysis
Participants were recruited in groups of four to each
laboratory and randomly assigned to each experimental
condition. In addition, in order to neutralize premanipulation, participants were asked to draw a map of
the campus of Bolu Abant Izzet Baysal University and
manipulation was made after this application. All
participants filled the questionary (Pre-manipulation
question, manipulation of social identity, Basic Empathy
Scale, the Help Text and Demographic Information
Form).
Ethics committee permission was obtained for this
research in 3.27.2018 (Protocol number: 2018/92).
The findings were analyzed with the SPSS 21.0 analysis
program. One Way Anova and moderator analyses were
performed. In addition, the power of the research was
found as .92.
Results
Examination of Helping Behavior and Empathy
Variables According to Social Identity Condition
One-way Anova was used to examine whether helping
behavior and empathy variables differ according to
conditions of Turkish, Syrian and Greek university
students. According to results of analysis, it was seen that
helping behavior and empathy scores differ significantly
in all three conditions (Table 1).

Table 1. Examining the variables according to social identity condition
Variables
Helping Behavior
Empathy

Turkish
213.98
(102.45)
73.24
(10.25)

Syrian
354.03
(115.69)
78.02
(5.99)

Greek
271.29
(127.30)
62.86
(6.83)

F
23.45

p
.00**

57.28

.00**

*p<.05, **p<.01
When helping behavior was examined, it was seen that
the group with the highest amount of helping was the
condition of Syrian students (X=354.03, SD=115.69) and
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the least helping group was participants in Turkish
student condition (X=213.98, SD=102.45) (Graphic 1).
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Graphic 1. Differentiation of helping behavior according to social identity condition

When the empathy variable is examined, it is found that
the group with the highest empathy scores is the
condition of Syrian students (X=78.02, SD=5.99) and the

lowest group is the condition of Greek participants
(X=62.86, SD=6.83) (Graphic 2).

Graphic 2. Differentiation of empathy scores according to social identity conditions

Investigation of the Effect of Social Identity and
Empathy on Helping Behavior
Moderator analysis (multiple linear regression) was used
to examine the role of empathy in the impact of social
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identity on helping behavior. When the findings are
examined, it is seen that social identity and empathy have
a significant common effect on helping behavior.
According to this result, empathy has a moderator role in
the effect of social identity on helping behavior.
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Table 2. The interaction of social identity and empathy
Model Variables
Predictive Variables
(Constant)
Basic Effects
Social Identity
Empathy
2-Way Interactions
Modela

b

%95 CI
Alt S.
Üst S.

SH

T

p

331.38

173.83

1.91

.05

-11.63

674.38

-184.00
-2.36

80.33
2.42

-2.29
-.97

.02
.33

-342.51
-7.13

-25.50
2.42

3.48

1.18

2.96

.00

1.16

5.80

∆R2

R2

.41

.18

*p<.05; p<.01; Predicted variable = Helping Behavior

In the slope analysis conducted in order to examine this
interaction in depth, the significance of the difference
between conditions in the 16th (low level of empathy),
50th (average level of empathy) and 84th (high level of
empathy) percentages of the distribution of the regulatory
variable was tested (Hayes, 2013: 250). Analysis showed
low (X → Y / (W = 62) = 31.88, SH = 13.46, t = 2.37, p

= .01, 95% CI [5.32, 58.44], mean (θX → Y / (W = 72) =
66.70, SH = 12.87, t = 5.18, p = .00, 95% CI [41.29,
92.11] and high empathy (θX → Y / (W = 82.40) =
102.91, SH = 21.06, t = 4.89, p = .00, 95% CI [61.36,
144.46] differences between the conditions are
significant. The graph containing the result is presented
below.

Y = b0 + b1Wempathy + b2Didentity + b3DidentityWempathy

Graphic 3. Conditional effects of social identity in low, medium and high level of empathy

When findings are examined, it is seen that social identity
has a significant effect on helping behavior in participants
with low, moderate and high level of empathy.
Discussion
According to findings of this research, it was seen that
helping behavior and empathy scores of participants
differed significantly according to social identity. In
addition, it has been concluded that empathy has a
moderator role in the effect of social identity on helping
behavior.
When the literature is examined, there are many research
findings showing that individuals' helping behaviors
differ according to their in-groups and out-groups
(Dovidio et. al., 1997; Levine, Cassidy & Brazier, 2002;
Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Tajfel, 1982). According to
findings of this study, it was concluded that participants
who are in Syrian student condition helped the most. The
reason for this finding is thought to be guilt and have
embarrassment. According to the principle of someone
Kiremitçi Canıoz, E. ve Çoşkun, H. (2020).

who needs help against a community that escaped from
war and lived under difficult conditions, both under the
influence of these feelings and with the norm of social
responsibility. Also, people can choose to help more to
someone who believe in the same religion (Tangney et.
al., 1996; Oswald and Harvey, 2000). Finally, if the
individual will not share anything for real from them,
they can also act as a protector for out-group members
and help them more than their in-group members
accordingly to Conservation of Resources Theory (Yurur,
2011). The findings of this research shows that the
participants choose to help Syrian and Greek group
university students more than Turkish student.
When findings related to empathy were examined, there
were similar results with helping behavior and it was
found that empathy scores of participants in Syrian
student condition were significantly higher than other
conditions. As mentioned above, although there are
studies in the literature indicating that the individual is
more empathic towards same group members (Johnston
&Glasford, 2017; Levine, Cassidy & Brazier, 2002;
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Tajfel & Turner, 1979), findings of this research do not
overlap in literature. The reason for these results, as
mentioned above, is assumed to be the norm of social
responsibility and sense of guilt felt towards individuals
who escape from war (Tangney et. al., 1996; Oswald &
Harvey, 2000). People can choose to feel empathy more
to someone who believes in the same religion and are
living together in this country. Also, Turkey's collectivist
society has a culture of both open and why participants
like to be helpful even for Syrians are exposed to implicit
discrimination more than empathy. For Greek group we
can say that Turkish and Greek group do not have any
same religion, participants can not have any guilt for
them and responsibility and also, Greek group did not
escape from any war environment. After these some
differenties, participants can feel the least empathy to
Greek student (Basil, Ridgway & Basil, 2006; Oswald &
Harvey, 2000; Zebel, Doosje & Spears, 2009).
The impact of social identity on helping was examined
and empathy was found to have a moderator role in this
relationship. When literature information is examined, it
is seen that groups of individuals and whether they
approach empathically to the individual, is an effect on
helping behaviors (Johnston & Glasford, 2017; Levine,
Cassidy & Brazier, 2002). For example, in a study
conducted with children, it is seen that children help
people and approach empathically more even if they are
members of an out-group (Sierksma, Thijs & Verkuyten,
2014). In another study to help an out-group member, if
an individual feels responsibility and empathic towards
that member, helping behavior increases (Zebel, Doosje
& Spears, 2009).

Conclusion
In this study, the effect of social identity on helping
behavior and moderator role of empathy in this effect
were examined. This study has an important place in
literature since there is not any comparative study of
Turkish, Syrian and Greek groups in the literature and
there is not any study examining the variables of social
identity, empathy and helping behavior in the same
pattern. In addition, there is a significant in group
difference in terms of helping behavior and empathy.
The big importance of this study is that it touches upon
the difficulties experienced by a group that had to migrate
from their countries due to the war and try to settle in
their new country. Today in Turkey, there are a large
number of Syrian refugees. Government and agencies
want to help the refugees and the results of this study are
intended to shed light on this help. Empathy is also
supported by this research finding that approaching
empathy is the main factor for helping and the basic
requirement for helping a group different from us.
Additionally, in order to end the longstanding political
disputes between Greece and Turkey, two groups in the
environment where empathy to each other thanks to the
helping behavior will show after a combined them. For
all these purposes, the findings of this research serve as a
guide to today's most critical social and political
problems.
For future research it is suggested that social identity,
empathy and helping behavior should be discussed in
detail through newly developed manipulations and
repetition of the research by adding new groups. And
researchers can repeat this research design with new
variables.
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